**BASIS FOR DATA:** AB = 15% Power Factor
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BASIS FOR DATA: AB = 15% Power Factor
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- DATA GENERATED IN EXCEL -
BASIS FOR DATA: AB = 15% Power Factor

TEST VOLTAGE: TIME CONSTANT/POWER FACTOR: FUSE CATALOG NUMBER:

BASIS FOR DATA: AB = 15% Power Factor

PSR070 50A - 315A

LITTELFUSE, INC.
CHICAGO, IL. USA

PEAK LET-THRU CHARACTERISTIC CURVES

- DATA GENERATED IN EXCEL -
BASIS FOR DATA:
AB = 15% Power Factor

TEST VOLTAGE:  
TIME CONSTANT/POWER FACTOR:  
FUSE CATALOG NUMBER:

PSR071 160A-450A

LITTELFUSE, INC.  
CHICAGO, IL. USA  
PEAK LET-THRU CHARACTERISTIC CURVES
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DATA GENERATED IN EXCEL

PEAK LET-THRU IN AMPERES

AVAILABLE FAULT CURRENT
SYMMETRICAL R.M.S. AMPERES

LITTELFUSE, INC.
CHICAGO, IL. USA

TEST VOLTAGE: 
TIME CONSTANT/POWER FACTOR: 
BASIS FOR DATA: AB = 15% Power Factor

PSR073 315A - 700A
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